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************
Play For Jake Foundation

************
  Ryan Seaburg joins Julie West, the mother ofRyan Seaburg joins Julie West, the mother of
Jake West, with the Play For Jake FoundationJake West, with the Play For Jake Foundation

located in LaPorte, IN, to discuss her efforts tolocated in LaPorte, IN, to discuss her efforts to
bring awareness and educate on preventativesbring awareness and educate on preventatives

for sudden cardiac arrest in our youth. In honorfor sudden cardiac arrest in our youth. In honor



of Jake, the foundation has partnered withof Jake, the foundation has partnered with
schools to provide over 3,700 students withschools to provide over 3,700 students with

heart screenings, as well as to push for AED'sheart screenings, as well as to push for AED's
within a three minute radius for all high schoolwithin a three minute radius for all high school

athletic events across the state of Indiana.athletic events across the state of Indiana.

CLICK HERE TO CHECK IT OUT

For more information, please visit www.playforjake.orgFor more information, please visit www.playforjake.org
or Facebook to learn how you can help support theor Facebook to learn how you can help support the
mission of the Play For Jake Foundation and make amission of the Play For Jake Foundation and make a

difference in your community.difference in your community.

QUBIT TECH TALKQUBIT TECH TALK
Our Chief Technology Officer,Our Chief Technology Officer,

Josh Mandeville, discusses gadgets andJosh Mandeville, discusses gadgets and
technology that help the efficiency oftechnology that help the efficiency of

working remote for Part Six of a series toworking remote for Part Six of a series to
highlight some favorite tech systems usedhighlight some favorite tech systems used
by Qubit employees outside of the office.by Qubit employees outside of the office.



CLICK HERE TO CHECK IT OUT







CLICK HERE TO LEARN MORE ABOUT JILL
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PARTNER NEWSPARTNER NEWS

How Can Fabric Technology Enhance Your
Community?

Modernization was ranked second among the top priorities for IT teams in the
2022 NASCIO survey. As your IT team begins to explore technology options to
support modernization efforts, they should consider the benefits of fabric
technology. To phrase it simply, fabric is a network design that forms a mesh of
connections between network components. Fabric technology was designed
to...

READ MORE

BIRTHDAYS ANDBIRTHDAYS AND
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TECHNOLOGY NEWS
Why We're Obsessed With the Mind-

Blowing ChatGPT AI Chatbot



This artificial intelligence bot can answer questions, write
essays, summarize documents and write software. But

deep down, it doesn't know what's true. Even if you aren't
into artificial intelligence, it's time to pay attention to

ChatGPT, because this one is a big deal. The tool, from
power player in artificial intelligence called OpenAl, lets you

type natural-language prompts. ChatGPT then offers ...

READ MORE
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